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ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF EXISTING INDIAN
RAILWAY COACHES AND POSSIBILITIES OF THEIR

OPERATION AT 200 KMPH

Shivendra Singh

Director/Carriage/VDE
RDSO, Lucknow

127 djksM+ dh vkcknh ds lkFk Hkkjr fo'o dk nwljk lokZf/kd tula[;k okyk ,d fodkl'khy
ns'k gSA vxys n'kd esa Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk 5&8 izfr'kr ¼ldy ?kjsyw mRikn½ c<+us dh vk'kk gSA vFkZ
O;oLFkk esa ,slh o`f) ds dkj.k egkuxjksa rFkk fV;j&2 'kgjksa ds vkxs foLrkj gksxk ftlds QyLo:Ik jsy
volajpuk dh ekax c<+sxhA ;kf=;ksa dh rhoz vkSj lqjf{kr ;k=k dh c<+rh ekax jsyksa dks iwjk djuh gksxhA
bl mnn~s'; dh iwfrZ gsrq mPp xfr jsyxkfM+;ksa dh vko';drk gksrh gS] ijUrq mPpxfr jsyxkfM+;ksa dh
iwwath ykxr cgqr vfèkd gksrh gS vkSj Hkkjh vuqnku dh vko';drk gSA yach le;&lhek vkSj jktLo dh
c<+rh vko';drkvksa ds dkj.k futh m|eh vkxs vkus dks mRlqd ugha gSA ihihih ds ek/;e ls Hkh
ok;fcfyVh xSi QafMax dk nkf;Ro Hkkjh gksxkA Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk ds ikl f'k{kk] LokLF; vkSj lkekftd
{ks=ksa ls Hkh cjkcj dh ekax gS vkSj ;g izLrko mfpr gksxk fd fdlh fo'ks"k HkkSxksfyd {ks= gsrq fof'k"V
mPpxfr xfy;kjksa ij Hkkjh fuos'k djus ds ctk; izeq[k jsyekxksZ ij orZeku 130&150 fdeh- izfr ?kaVk ls
200 fdeh- izfr ?kaVk ds fy, fo|eku volajpuk vkSj pyLVkWd dks vixzsM djus gsrq lkeF;Z cukus ds fy,
iz;kl fd, tk;saA blls yach nwjh dh jsyxkfM+;ksa dh vkSlr xfr o`f} vkSj ;k=k le; esa deh vk;sxhA

India is a developing country with 2nd highest population of 1.27 billion people in the world. Indian economy

is expected to grow at 5 - 8 % (GDP) in next decade. This growth in economy will result in further expansion

of Metros and Tier 2 cities and subsequently there will be increasing demands on Rail Infrastructure.

Railways will have to cater to increasing demands from passenger for faster and safer travel. High speed

trains are required to meet this purpose but high speed trains are very Capital Intensive and need huge

funds. Due to long lead time and ridership requirements for revenue, the private enterprises are not

keen to come forward. Even through PPP route the onus for Viability Gap Funding will be large. Indian

economy is having competing demands from education, health and social sectors, and it is rational

proposition that instead of committing hefty investments to specific high speed corridors serving a

particular geographical region, efforts be dedicated to build up capabilities to upgrade existing

Infrastructure and Rolling Stock from existing 130-150 kmph to order of 200 kmph on major routes. This

will result in increased average speeds and less journey times for long distant trains.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

India is a developing country with 2nd highest population

of 1.27 billion people in the world. Indian economy is

expected to grow at 5 - 8 % (GDP) in next decade.

This growth in economy will result in further expansion

of Metros and Tier 2 cities and subsequently there will

be increasing demands on Rail Infrastructure. Railways

will have to cater to increasing demands from passenger

for faster and safer travel. High speed trains are required

to meet this purpose but high speed trains are very

Capital Intensive and need huge funds. Due to long lead

time and ridership requirements for revenue, the private

enterprises are not keen to come forward. Even through

PPP route the onus for Viability Gap Funding will be

large. Indian economy is having competing demands

from education, health and social sectors, and it is rational

proposition that instead of committing hefty investments

to specific high speed corridors serving a particular

geographical region, efforts be dedicated to build up

capabilities to upgrade existing Infrastructure and Rolling

Stock from existing 130-150 kmph to order of 200 kmph

on major routes. This will result in increased average

speeds and less journey times for long distant trains.

1.1 Semi High Speed - LHB Coaches - A solution

One of the first proposals to introduce high-speed trains

in India was mooted in the mid-1980s by then Railway

Minister Madhavrao Scindia. A high-speed rail line

between Delhi and Kanpur via Agra was proposed. An
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internal study found the proposal not to be viable at that

time due to the high cost of construction and inability of

travelling passengers to bear much higher fares than

those for normal trains. The railways instead introduced

Shatabdi trains which ran at 130 km/h.

LHB /FIAT EOG coaches acquired in late earlier this

century have state of art technology and have exhibited

satisfactory riding on tracks maintained to existing

standards (C&M 1 Vol 1) upto test speeds of 180 kmph

and are suitable for commercial operations at speeds

upto 160 kmph.

The FIAT bogie provided in LHB Coach is of EUROFIMA

design devised to perform at 160 kmph upgradable to

200 kmph with some modifications in Braking system /

equipments. It is equipped with Y frame bogie, Yaw

damper, Anti Roll bar and Disc Brakes all components

optimized to deliver stable, safe and comfortable ride

behavior at higher speeds.

1.2 Aim of Study

Aim of this study is to analyze the dynamic behavior of

existing Indian Railways Rolling stock, particularly LHB

Coaches fitted with FIAT bogies (Coil Spring and Air

Spring) and feasibility of upgrading it for operations at

200 kmph.

2.0 Evolution of Rolling Stock and Increase of
Operating Speeds on  Indian Railways

2.1 History of Coaches in India

Initially Wooden body IRS coaches were used in Indian

Railways upto 1955.  The new coach design was adopted

in 1955 in IR in collaboration with M/s Schlieren of

Switzerland.  The main features of Shlieren coaches were

steel integral coach shell, fabricated bogie, coil spring at

primary suspension and laminated springs at secondary

suspension having a speed potential of 96 Kmph. The

design of ICF bogie was developed by ICF (Integral

Coach Factory), Perambur Chennai, India in

collaboration with the Swiss Car & Elevator

Manufacturing Co., Schlieren, Switzerland in the 1950s..

The design was modified to all coil bogies with longer

suspension hangers and weight transfer through side

bearers, thereby enabling speed potential to 105 kmph

on main line standard track and gradually up to 140

kmph for Rajdhani/Shatabdi Express. At present all new

ICF coaches are being manufactured with bogie

mounted air brake system and enhanced capacity draw

gear. Large amount of design improvements and

modifications including provision of all coil springs in

suspension had resulted in maximum utilization of the

imported design. Today ICF design of coach is standard

on IR and is being manufactured at ICF and RCF with

maximum speed potential of 140 kmph.

RDSO took up a project in 1990's to increase speed

potential to 160 Kmph on existing track standards through

designing of new coaches. IR-15 bogie /IR-X shell and

IR-20 bogie/IRY shell were developed and IR-20 /IRY

coach were successfully put in operation in August, 1998

in Amritsar Swarn Shatabdi Express on NDLS-ASR route.

To keep pace with the new developments in coach

technology in the world, a need was felt for adopting a

state-of-the-art passenger coach technology on IR.  The

purpose was to induct a coach with less tare weight,

reduced corrosion problem, improved interiors, superior

riding and comfort behavior, higher speeds and improved

(increased) schedules of maintenance. New design

coaches along with Transfer of Technology were imported

from M/s LHB (Now M/s ALSTOM), Germany in year

2001

Recently, Pneumatic Suspension (Air springs) has been

introduced in the secondary suspension of ICF coaches

with ICF bogie, ICF coaches with LHB shell fitted with

ICF bogie (Hybrid coaches (130 kmph), LHB coaches

with FIAT bogie (160 kmph) and Double Decker with

FIAT Bogie(160 kmph). Riding behavior and speed

potential of ICF & LHB coaches fitted with Air springs

fitted have been found improved.

2.2 Design Modifications and Increase in Operating
Speeds of IR Coaches

The enhancement in Speeds with changes and

improvements in Coach Design is tabulated below:-

Year Speed Design Improvements and

(Kmph) events

1. 1955 96 Original design of Schlieren

from Switzerland

2. 1965 105 All coil spring, weight transfer

through side bearer

3. 1969 120 Improved track standards to

C&M 1 (Vol.1) Standards

4. 1971 130 Introduction of Rajdhani

5. 1988 140 Introduction of Shatabdi

6. 2001 160 LHB / FIAT Swarna Shatabdi

Introduced

Table 1: Increase in Speeds of coaches on IR

3.0 LHB Coaches (Upgradable upto 200 kmph)

ICF design coaches have been the main passenger

carriers of Indian Railways since their inception. However,

it was not possible to attain higher speeds due to inherent

design limitations of these coaches.

During 1993-94, Indian Railways decided to look for a

new passenger coach design which would be lighter and

capable of higher speeds compared to the existing rakes.

The main features of the Railways' specification were

India's need for high speed light weight coaches to run

in Indian Railways within the present infrastructure i.e.

specific railway and track conditions along with the

specific environmental conditions in India and the

operating speed of 160 km/h (Upgradable to 200 kmph).

It was decided by the Railways that the design would be

manufactured under TOT tried in the Rail Coach Factory

in Kapurthala (RCF), and in the Integral Coach Factory

in Perambur in future.

2
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As per Purchase contract the LHB Coaches were

procured with provision of upgradation to 200 kmph and

M/s LHB has to suggest changes to be carried out. In

response M/s LHB has confirmed that the coach were

designed for a potential of a service speed of 200 kmph.

The coaches were suitable for 200 kmph with provision

of existing Yaw Dampers and some modifications in

Braking System.

3.1   Design Features of LHB Coach

Some of the distinguishing design features of these

coaches are as follows:

i) Length of coach 23540 mm

ii) Width of coach 3240 mm

iii) Wheel base 2560 mm

iv) Wheel Diameter- 915-845 mm

v) Tare weight of AC Chair Car- 39.5

Ton(41.023T in

Simulation)

vi) Pay load- 9.5Ton

vii) Speed potential upto 160 upgradable to 200 Kmph.

viii) Superior ride comfort.

ix) Light weight.

x) Stainless steel body for low corrosion.

xi) Low operating and maintenance cost.

xii) Longer coach by 2m (sitting cap. 78/67).

xiii) Modular state-of-art lavatory.

xiv) Improved interiors.

xv) Efficient heat and sound insulation.

xvi) Tight lock CBC.

xvii) Disc brake.

xviii) Wheel slip protection arrangement.

xix) Flexi-coil suspension.

xx) Wheel slip protection device.

xxi) Relatively quieter as each coach can produce a

maximum noise level of 60 decibels.

4.0 Criteria for Assessment of Dynamic Behaviour
and Safety of Coaching Stock

Following criteria and parameters for assessment is

used for evaluation of coaching stock results during

Oscillation trials and Vehicle Dynamics Simulations:

a) Acceleration ( Vertical and Lateral)

Lateral and vertical accelerations are recorded at Centre

Pivot position of free end Bogie. The maximum value of

vertical and lateral accelerations allowed is 0.3 g , However

a peak value of 0.35 g may be allowed if it does not gives

rise to resonance tendency.

b) Ride Index ( Sperling RDSO Method and ORE
C 116 RP 8)

Sperling RDSO Method: In the conventional method

of calculation of RI in RDSO, each half wave of the

trace is treated as a half sine wave. RI is calculated for

each half wave based on its frequency and maximum

amplitude. RI of complete trace is calculated by the

defined averaging method over all the half waves of the

trace.

This method will be referred in this report as RDSO

Method.

As per Standing Criteria Committee for evaluation of

safety Ride Index Values are calculated as per RDSO

Method and the values allowed for Passenger Stock is

3.25 (preferable) or 3.50 Maximum in both Vertical

and Lateral modes.

ORE C 116 RP 8 Method: In the method specified in

Para 2.1 of ORE Report C-116 Rp 8 complete trace is

first transformed into pure sine wave components by

Fast Fourier Transform method. RI is calculated for

each sine wave and the RI of the trace is calculated

by defined totalling method over all the pure sine wave

components. In this method the number of samples in

the trace have to be 2n where 'n' is integer. In the

actual data recorded the number of samples rarely

meets this condition. To meet this condition either

additional samples from adjacent sections have been

included or certain samples of the actual trace have

been ignored judiciously on case to case basis.

Frequency Weighting Factors are different from

Sperling Index method . The values of RI calculated

by ORE C 116 RP 8 method is 15 - 25 % lower than that

calculated with RDSO Method.

As the Ride Index Calculation done during On track

Tests (Oscillation Trial) by RDSO is done through RDSO

method the same is considered here for evaluation of

Existing Coaching Stocks which has gone under

oscillation trials.However, the LHB Coaches were

evaluated by both RDSO method and ORE C 116 RP 8

method.

The maximum values for RI as per FFT method was

2.75 and the same has been considered for evaluation

of LHB coaches.

Besides the above following parameters are considered

while evaluating the LHB coaches for Speeds of 200

kmph through simulations in this study.

c) L/V Ratio: This is ratio between lateral force and

vertical force, which is the well known as

derailment coefficient. On IR, Derailment

coefficient lasting for more than 1/20th second

should not exceed 1, where Q is the instantaneous

wheel load.

d) Maximum Lateral Forces:  This force is a

measure of lateral forces on the track. This force

is a result of reaction of the wheel set with the

track.

Maximum value over 2m (Hy2m)  = 0.85*[1+P/3]

Where P is the axle load in ton. Isolated peaks above

the limit permissible provided stabilizing characteristics

3
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of loco noticed subsequent to the disturbance.

For Empty LHB Coach the maximum value comes to be

2.9 T or 28514 N.

For Loaded LHB Coach the maximum value comes to be

3.58 T or 35115 N.

e) Wheel Off loading: It is the ratio between changes

in wheel load to static wheel load.The value

according to EN 143613 is ≤ 0.6 while value of

0.5 is followed in this paper.

5.0 Methodology (For Evaluation of Oscillation Trial
Results)

Oscillation Trials are On Track Test carried out with

prototype coaches equipped and instrumented for

recording the accelerations, displacements, speeds and

event recorders. The rolling stock is run on nominated

section of IR track at maximum speeds of 10 % higher

than operating sppeds. The trials are done separately

on tracks maintained to IR Reports C & M (Vol 1) for

operating speeds above 105 kmph and on tracks

Chart 1: Vertical Ride Index (Empty and Loaded) of Double Decker Coaches

maintained to Other Than C&M 1 (Vol 1) for operating

speeds upto 105 kmph. In this report we will discuss

only the results on C&M 1 (Vol 1) as the Trial speeds are

well above the 105 kmph.

6.0 Evaluation of Oscillation Trial Results of
Existing LHB- FIAT Coaches

(A) Double Decker Coach Fitted with FIAT Bogie
Provided with Air Spring in Secondary Stage

AC Double Decker Coaches are recently introduced in

IR. These coaches are built on LHB Platform and provided

with FIAT Bogies fitted with Air Suspension in Secondary

Stage.

Oscillation trails on prototype LHB BG AC EOG Double

Decker coaches were done successfully in 2010 by

RDSO on track maintained to C&M-I Vol-I upto the

maximum test speed of 180 kmph with pneumatic

suspension at secondary stage on fiat bogie. Maximum

vertical & lateral Ride Index in loaded and empty condition

during oscillation trials were found as under:

Chart 2: Lateral Ride Index (Empty and Loaded) of Double Decker Coaches

Riding behavior was found satisfactory upto speeds of

180 kmph. The final Speed certificate was issued for

operating speeds of 160 kmph.

(B) LHB Coach Fitted with FIAT Bogie with Coil
Spring in Secondary Stage:

Oscillation trails of LHB coaches have been done

successfully by RDSO on track maintained to C&M-I Vol-

I at 180 kmph with coil spring (June 2000).Maximum

vertical & lateral Ride Index in loaded and empty condition

during oscillation trials were found as under: The Ride

Index was calculated with RDSO method and ORE C 116

Rp 8.It is also evident that the values of RI as per ORE C

116 are found 15-25 % less than that those evaluated by

RDSO Method.

4



Chart 3: Vertical Ride Index (Empty) of LHB Chair Car

Chart 4: Vertical Ride Index (Loaded) of LHB Chair Car

Chart 5: Lateral Ride Index (Empty) of LHB Chair Car

Chart 6: Lateral Ride Index (Loaded) of LHB Chair Car

Analysis of Dynamic behaviour of existing Indian Railway Coaches and possibilities of their operation at

200 kmph
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Riding behavior of the same was found satisfactory.

The speed Certificate for operations at speed upto 160

kmph was issued. The trial on curves was done at 100

kmph on 2° curve due to Speed Restriction.

(D) Comparison of Results of Coil Spring Fitted
LHB Vs Air Spring Fitted LHB Coaches

Oscillation Trial Report of LHB Chair Car with Coil

Spring V/s LHB AC Hot Buffet Car with Air Spring in

secondary suspension when compared shows the

distinct advantage of Air Suspension in terms of Better

Ride Index and Lower values of accelerations. The

values are as follows:

Riding behavior of the same was found satisfactory. In

this case trial the evaluation of Ride Index was done by

both RDSO Method and ORE C 116 method. The value

of Ride Index as per ORE C 116 was less than 2.75

and less than 3.25 as per RDSO criteria.

The Oscillation Trials were done on Curves of 2.8°,

1.8° and 1° upto the maximum speeds of 90 kmph, 120

kmph and 160 kmph respectively.

The Vertical  Ride Index of 2.466 (ORE C 116) against

2.75 was found 180 kmph on straight section in Empty

condition.  The Vertical Ride Index of 3.261 (RDSO)

against 3.5 was found 170 kmph at Station Yard in Empty

condition

Chart 7: Vertical Ride Index of LHB Coach

Chart 8: Lateral Ride Index of LHB Coach

The lateral ride Index of 2.541 (ORE C 116) against

2.75 was found 160 kmph on 1° curve in Empty

condition.  The lateral ride Index of 2.891 (RDSO)

against 3.5 was found 90 kmph on   2.8° Curve in Empty

condition.

(C) LHB Coach Fitted with FIAT Bogie and Air

Spring in Secondary Stage

Oscillation trails of LHB coaches have been done

successfully by RDSO on track maintained to C&M-I

Vol-I at 180 kmph with air spring in secondary stage

(July 2009). Maximum vertical & lateral Ride Index and

Acceleration in loaded and empty condition during

oscillation trials were found as under:

6



Chart 11: Comparison of Acceleration of LHB Coach (Coil Vs Air Spring Suspension) in Empty

Chart 12: Comparison of Acceleration of LHB Coach (Coil Vs Air Spring Suspension) in Loaded

Chart 9: Comparison Ride Index of LHB Coach (Coil Vs Air Spring Suspension) in Empty

Chart 10: Comparison Ride Index of LHB Coach (Coil Vs Air Spring Suspension) in Loaded

Analysis of Dynamic behaviour of existing Indian Railway Coaches and possibilities of their operation at

200 kmph
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It is evident from the above that besides for lateral Ride

Index in Empty condition the values of Maximum RI

with Air Spring configuration is superior to RI with Coil

Suspension in Secondary stage in LHB Coaches. The

Air spring fitted here was of 120 KN Capacity. The

suspension was same as that of AC CHAIR CAR.

7.0 Simulation Study of LHB Coach at Speeds upto
220 kmph: Vehicle Dynamics Simulation of LHB

Coaches fitted with FIAT Bogie in both

configurations ( with Coil Spring  and Air Spring)

in secondary stage was carried out on NUCARS

simulation Software upto Test speeds of 220

Kmph.

8.0 Methodology II ( For Vehicle Dynamics
Simulation of LHB Coach)

Methodology consists of formulating Vehicle Models in

a Simulation Software based on Vehicle Characteristics.

For running simulations besides Vehicle characteristics

the inputs in Track Geometry, Wheel - Rail Profile

Interaction files are also required. The methodology and

tools used in this Simulation study are described below:

A) Simulation Software

There are many types of multi body dynamics simulation

software for Railroads. NUCARS (New and Untried Car

Analytic Regime Simulation) is a general-purpose

program modeling for rail vehicle transient and steady-

state responses developed by TTCI, USA. RDSO have

used latest NUCARS version as NUCARS has made

significant advances over existing models in providing

a single means to predict vehicle response. The flexible

input structure of this program allows the user to easily

model a variety of new or existing vehicle designs.  The

models are general and suitable as a universal modeling

tool for dynamic systems.

 NUCARS, simulates the dynamic response of vehicle

to input track conditions. It is capable of predicting the

response of any type of rail vehicle; locomotive,

passenger, or freight car on any type of track geometry.

B) Vehicle Model

The process of modeling is to prepare a set of

mathematical equations that represent the vehicle

dynamics. These are prepared automatically by the

computer package through a user interface requiring

the vehicle parameters by entering a set of co-ordinates

describing all the important aspects of the suspension.

The amount of detail used to prepare the model varies

according to the complicities of suspension and the

required outcomes. Depending on the requirement of

the simulations a wide range of outputs for example

displacements, accelerations, forces at any point are

generated.

The vehicle is modeled by a network of bodies

connected to each other by the flexible elements and

connections. The bodies are usually taken as rigid but

can be flexible with a given value of stiffness. Masses

and moments of inertia and Centre of Gravity are

specified. Points on the bodies are defined at connection

locations and dimensions in prescribed format are

specified. Springs, dampers, links, joints, friction

surfaces and wheel-rail contact elements can also be

selected from a library and connected between any of

the nodes.

The NUCARS modeling of a railway vehicle comprises

of the following steps:

l Identification of heavy and light bodies

l Deciding Degrees of the freedom of the various

heavy bodies

l Providing space coordinates of the centre of

gravities of the various heavy bodies

l Providing space coordinates of the various inter

connection of the bodies.

l Masses and Moments of inertias of the heavy

bodies.

l Type of connection between the heavy bodies

out of a wide variety of connections provided

by the NUCARS software.

l Properties of the various types of connections in

the form of piece wise linear characteristics.

For this study the vehicle modeling for LHB coach with

FIAT Bogie was made by providing the inputs from design

data. The efforts are made to formulate an accurate

and accurate model as far as possible.

Major Vehicle Design Parameters for Simulation of LHB Chair Car

Tare : 41023 Kg

Pay Load : 9500 Kg

Gross Wt : 50523 Kg

Bogie Wt : 5711 Kg

Unsprung Wt per bogie : 3100 Kg

Wheel Base : 2560 mm

Bogie Centre Distance : 14900 mm

Primary Suspension : Coil Springs (Chair Car)

Secondary Suspension : Coil Springs

8



C) Track Inputs : Track Geometry and
Irregularities

Track inputs to the model are usually made at each

wheel-set in Space Curve format

Following raw data channels are required:

l Distance along track

l Curvature

l Super elevation

l Cross level

l Gauge

Table 2: Major Vehicle Design Parameters for Simulation of LHB Chair Car

: Air Springs (120 kN)

Secondary Lateral Damper : 800Kg/30cm/sec

Primary Vertical damper : 425 Kg/30cm/sec,

Secondary Vertical Damper : 175 Kg/10cm/sec

Secondary Yaw Damper : 1100 Kg/10cm/sec

Secondary Vertical PWL

Force ‘N            -147593 -133608 -120661 -110585 -96158 -83582 -71775 -56653  0  0

Disp ‘m’             -0.0930 -0.0820 -0.0700 -0.059 -0.04 -0.02 0.0 0.023 0.1359 0.1409

Primary Vertical PWL

Force’N’          -100945    -77809    -72104    -44629   -42551  -25531   0.0    0.0

Disp ‘m’          -0.0344  -0.0268   -0.0229   -0.0016    0.0    0.0135  0.0478 0.050

D)  Wheel - Rail Geometry Inputs

The wheel rail geometry file is a combination of the wheel

and rail profile and is defined by specifying the lateral

shifts of the wheel set by the following parameters:

l Roll angle

l The rolling radii of the two wheels

l The contact angle on the two wheels

l The area of contact patch on the two wheels

l The ellipticity of the contact patch on the two

wheels

The Wheel rail geometry file used for the simulations

has been prepared using a new 52 kg rail profile on the

worn wheel profile for coaching stock namely SK-91146

CHNL # CHANNEL NAME AVERAGE, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM STDV RMS

1 CURVATURE_FILT -0.01405318 0.000E+00  -0.04000 0.01084968 0.01775397

2 SUPER_EL_FILT  -0.00345708 0.00315453 -.01694367 0.00526664 0.00629985

6 LEFT_LATERAL 0.00186773 0.00900774 -.00539422 0.00227896 0.00294651

7 LEFT_VERTICAL 1.05839521E-05 0.00760848 -0.01040017 0.00259015 0.00259013

8 RIGHT_LATERAL -0.00184735 0.00574219 -0.00826350 0.00216418 0.00284539

9 RIGHT_VERTICAL 2.64158418E-05 0.00753323 -0.01509480 0.00275466 0.00275474

l Left and Right Profile

l Left and Right Rail Alignment.

For the simulation of LHB - FIAT coach in this study

the Real Track recorded input file is used. The Track is

from C&M 1 Vol 1standard track.  This Track file has

been extracted from the track recording of Dhanbad-

Mughalsarai section and converted to the format

compatible with the NUCARS with the following  main

characteristics between the section over which the

analysis has been done.

Track Characteristics for Simulation:

Table 3: Track Parameters for Simulation of LHB Chair Car

Analysis of Dynamic behaviour of existing Indian Railway Coaches and possibilities of their operation at

200 kmph
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Table 4: Results of Ride Index in Simulation of LHB Chair Car upto 220 kmph.

Chart 13:  Ride Index of LHB coach  ORE-C 116 (Empty)

9. Evaluation of Simulation Results

The simulation of LHB - FIAT AC Chair car upto the

speeds of 220 kmph and Vehicle Dynamics analysis

with both Coil spring and Air Spring variant. The values

of Ride Index evaluated by both RDSO Method and

ORE C 116 are produced below:

Simulation results: Ride Index ORE C 116 Rp 8 and

RDSO Method:

10



Chart 16:  Ride Index of LHB  RDSO Method (Loaded)

Chart 15:  Ride Index of LHB  RDSO Method (Empty)

Chart 14:  Ride Index of LHB Coach ORE-C 116 (Loaded)

Chart 17: Accelerations measured at Bogie Pivot Position on Coach Floor EMPTY

Analysis of Dynamic behaviour of existing Indian Railway Coaches and possibilities of their operation at

200 kmph
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Chart 18:  Accelerations measured at Bogie Pivot Position on Coach Floor (LOADED)

Chart 19:  Wheel Offloading Delta Q/Q

Chart 21:  Derailment Coefficient L/V

Chart 20:  Lateral Forces Hy2m
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10.0 Discussion of Simulation Result

LHB Coach Simulations at 220 kmph suggests its

suitability for operations on existing Tracks maintained

to C&M 1 Vol 1 Standards. The Ride Index values are

found satisfactory, however in case of Bogie fitted with

Coil spring indicates the Ride Index values of 2.80 as

per ORE C 116 and 3.28 as per RDSO method in Loaded

condition - Vertical mode at 170 kmph against maximum

values of 2.75 and 3.25 (preferable). The LHB coaches

provided with Air Springs has shown superior Ride

Characteristics to Coil springs upto speeds of 220 kmph.

Similarly, the values of Accelerations at Bogie Pivot Centre

position on Coach Floor are 0.223 g in Empty condition

and 0.221g in loaded condition within 0.3 g, with lower

values in Air Spring configuration.

The value of Wheel Offloading - Delta Q/Q is less than

0.6 requirements as per UIC / EN 14363 and maximum

value is 0.5015.

The Derailment Coefficient Hy2m is 0.22 Max in well below

allowed value of 1.0 Maximum.

The Lateral Forces and 18525 N in Empty condition and

20260 N in Loaded condition and well below the allowed

Maximum values of 2.9 T / 28514 N and 3.58 T/ 35115 N,

respectively.

11.0 Additional inputs Required to Upgrade LHB/
FIAT Coaches to Operate at Commercial
Speeds of 200 kmph

As brought out above through Vehicle Dynamics

Simulation the LHB coaches with FIAT Bogie are suitable

for operations at 220 kmph. However M/s LHB / ALSTOM,

Germany has suggested upgrading the Brake System to

cater to requirements of increased speeds and

Emergency Braking Distance (EBD).

The proposed modifications in Braking System are as

follows:

a) Grey Cast Iron Discs have to be replaced by Cast

Steel Brake Discs.

b) Organic Brake Pads have to be replaced with Sinter

Brake Pads.

c) Brake Cylinder force has to be adapted to the

friction Coefficient of the Sinter Brake Pads.

d) If there is no automatic traffic control and the

stopping distance within 1080 m than Magnetic

Track brake system has to be used in conjunction

with disc Brake System

Besides the Brake System upgradation following

additional inputs may also be considered:

1) Aero-dynamic Consideration

The air resistance plays a major role in design of vehicle

for high speeds.  The literature indicates that even the

height of the coach gets related to aerodynamic

consideration. The profile of the coach body is to be

designed suitably so as to reduce the pressure on

account of airflow both in side of the train and for the

equipment fitted in the under-frame.

2) Pressure Tightness

High-speed trains traveling through tunnels pose a

particular problem of heavy pressure fluctuation both

inside and outside the car body. These pressure

fluctuations have a bearing on design of following

components: Car body structure, Air-conditioning system,

Windows, Car doors, Inter-car gangway and Toilet

system. The entire car body has to be modified suitably

to keep the fluctuations within a certain limit. Also, Air-

conditioning system has to be designed so that pressure

fluctuations are reduced. Special sealing and locking

mechanism are required for the doors and windows.

Vestibules have to be completely sealed or Gangways

have to be introduced.

3)  Noise Level

The coach design shall have to ensure to keep the noise

and vibration to bare minimum.  The design of the coach

shall have to be modified to provide adequate attenuation

of air-borne and structural-borne vibrations at high speeds

(200 kmph).

12.0 Conclusion

As brought about above the EOG ICF Coaches / Hybrid

Coaches are suitable for speeds of upto 140 Kmph. The

LHB - FIAT Design Coaches with both Coil Suspension

and Air Suspension are presently certified to operate at

160 kmph. AC Double Decker Coaches fitted with Air

Suspension in Secondary are certified upto speeds of

160 kmph. The Air Springs in Secondary suspension

provide superior Ride Characteristics when compared

to Coli suspension in Secondary.

Through Vehicle Dynamics Simulations it is evident that

LHB - FIAT coaches are suitable for speeds of 200 kmph

even on the existing Tack maintained to C&M1 Vol 1

standards. The simulation requirements for Stability were

done by LHB - FIAT upto 220 kmph. The requirements

of Brake system are already codified and additional inputs

are listed above. Indian Railways can plan for Prototype

Trial of upgraded LHB Coach fitted with Air Springs in

secondary stage at 220 kmph along with upgraded WAP

5* Locomotive. This will be a low cost solution as IR is

already having manufacturing facilities along with

Technology Transfer for LHB Coaches.

*WAP5 locomotives are presently fit for running at 160

km/h (test speed of 180 km/h).  The superstructure,

bogie and suspension of the locomotive is designed for

225 km/h running.  The gear ratio of the existing WAP5

locomotive is 3.94, which is being upgraded to 3.07 by

replacing the complete gear assembly so as to make

this loco fit to run at 200 km/h speed (test speed of 225

km/h).  02 loco sets of modified gear assembly is being

procured for fitment in WAP5 locomotives.  The gear

assembly is expected shortly and the oscillation trials

of the locomotive will be done thereafter.
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A PATHBREAKING DEVELOPMENT OF PERMANENT
MAGNET (PM) ALTERNATOR FOR SELF-GENERATING

LHB COACHES

Nasim Uddin
Executive Director/PS&EMU,

RDSO, Lucknow

fo'o Hkj esa LFkkbZ eSaxusV ¼ih,e½ vk/kkfjr fofHkUu vuqiz;ksxksa esa iz;ksx dh tk jgh gaS ijUrq pyLVkWd esa
;nk&dnk gh iz;ksx gqbZ gSaA NksVs vkdkj dh ih,e e'khus miyC/k vU; izdkj dh eksVjksa@vYVjusVjksa ls
vyx ykHk iznku djrs gSaA ih,e e'khuksa ds bl fo'ks"k ykHk dks ,y,pch dkspksa gsrq csYV fMªosu ih,e
vkèkkfjr vYVjusVj fodflr djus esa fd;k x;kA ,y,pch dkspksa esa fMLdczsd ds lkFk fQ,V cksfx;ka gksrh
gSa tks lhfer buosyi ds dj.k fdlh vYVjusVj ds fQVesUV dh vuqefr ugha nsrkA fQ,V cksxh esa csYV
fMªosu vYVjusVj dk izko/kku] Hkkjrh; jsy esa lsYQ tujsfVax ,y,pch dkspksa esa ,d u;s ;qx dh 'kq:vkr
gSA

Permanent Magnet (PM) based machines are being used in various applications worldwide but seldom

tried for rolling stock. Smaller size of PM machines offers a distinct advantage over other type of motors/

alternators available. This special advantage of PM machines has been utilized in developing belt driven

PM based alternator for LHB coaches. LHB coaches are having FIAT bogies with disc brakes which does

not allow for fitment of any alternator due to restricted envelop. Provision of belt driven alternator in

FIAT bogie opens up a new era for self-generating LHB coaches on Indian Railways.

1.0 Introduction

Indian Railways, mostly uses V-belt driven alternator to

convert mechanical energy of the train into electrical

energy which is then used to feed the power supply to all

the passenger comfort equipment like air conditioning,

light, fan, mobile/laptop charging points etc. LHB coaches,

presently being built at Rail Coach Factory, Kapoorthala,

are fitted with FIAT bogies which are having disc brakes.

Because of disc brakes occupying space on axle, a very

restricted envelop is available for provision of any other

equipment like conventional alternator.

The alternators used on conventional ICF built coaches

are brushless with no winding on rotors. Field as well as

stator windings are placed on stator and rotor is made

up of simple toothed stamping. Rotor when rotated with

V-belts offers variable resistance to magnetic field which

in turn offers variable magnetic flux to stator winding and

thus generating power. This design, although very rugged,

has two inherent drawbacks i.e. larger size and poor

efficiency.  ICF bogies are used with tread brakes having

an envelop just sufficient to accommodate 25KW

conventional alternator.

LHB coaches, in spite of having higher speed potential

and safety margins, have been limited to EOG/HOG

version of train services as no solution was available to

make these coaches self-generating.

2.0 PM Alternator - A Possibility

PM machine's inherent advantage of smaller size and

weight over conventional electrical machines offered a

ray of hope for development of suitable alternator for

FIAT bogie which can fit in the available envelop without

relocating other equipments.

PM machines are also having much higher efficiency

than their conventional counterpart apart from less volume

and weight. A study to explore the possibility of developing

30KW PM alternator was taken up by RDSO and RCF

design team along with the industry.

3.0 Challenges in Dealing with PM Technology

PM machine are having many advantages, however, it

has a major issue of controlling the generation. As the

field inside the machine is generated from the fixed

permanent magnets, there is a limited control of the

magnetic field available to designer which may lead to

rise in the output of Alternator as the speed increases.

Voltage and frequency of alternator output rises as the

speed of alternator rise. For any equipment to be used

in coaches, it is mandatory to keep a check on developed

voltage at higher speeds for passenger safety. This

imposes two mutually exclusive requirements for a

successful PM alternator in rolling stock :

i) Generation of full power at speeds as low as

possible

Shalabh Tyagi
Director/PS&EMU,

RDSO, Lucknow
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ii) Restrict the high voltage generation to a safe limit

at higher speed

A major challenge for a successful development of PM

alternator was to have a reasonably good trade-off

between these two requirements which can also deliver

the required power at reasonably lower speed with safely

at maximum permissible speed of 160Kmph.

4.0 Building Blocks of Power Generation in a Self-
generating Coach.

Self-generation conventional system on a coach consists

of the following major equipments:-

a. Alternator - It is a brushless alternator driven by

V-belts from axle to convert mechanical power into

electrical power. (Presently 2 no. of 25KW

alternators on each coach).

b. Rectifier Cum Regulating Unit (RRU) - RRU

verified and control the alternating voltage output

of alternator at predefined DC voltage (129 volts)

which is suitable for battery charging and other

equipments (Presently 2 no. of 25KW on each

coach).

c. Pre-cooling Unit Cum Battery Charger - It takes

3-phase input from power mains and gives the

controlled and stable DC output for battery charging

and running air conditioning equipment when train

is standing (Presently 1 no. of 28KW on each

coach).

d. Battery - Suitable capacity battery issued to store

power when train is running and feeds the same

when train is standing (Presently 1 bank of 1100Ah

on each AC coach).

For PM alternator project, scheme with two separate

independent electrical circuits has been conceived which

eliminates the possibility of failure of complete generation

system due to any breakdown of any component. Major

components of the system are as under:

A. PM Alternator - 25KW Alternator driven by V-

belts from axle to convert mechanical power into

electrical power. (2 no. on each coach).

Permanent Magnet (PM) based alternator has very strong

permanent magnets on rotor which generate rotating field.

Construction of rotor can be made in many ways but

for this project, two types of rotor construction were

conceived. One with disc type rotor having magnets

embedded on the disc and other is drum type rotor having

magnet bars embedded (similar to squirrel cage induction

motor).

Disc Type PM Rotor

Conventional PM Rotor

Stator of alternator is having 3 phase windings similar

to typical induction motor. Based on the rotor

construction, stator is also designed in such a way that

stator windings cut the magnetic field and generate

Stator for disc type rotor

Stator for conventional PM rotor

A Pathbreaking Development of Permanent Magnet (PM) Alternator for Self-Generating LHB Coaches
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requisite voltage.

To limit the voltage at alternator terminal, rotor magnets,

stator windings and pulley ratio (Axle/alternator) are

designed in such a way that phase to phase voltage

generated at alternator terminals without load and

corresponding to 160Kmph of train speed is not more

than 480 Volts.

These two different designs have two different

dimensions. Disc type rotor requires larger diameter

whereas the conventional bar type rotor requires longer

length. Based on the space available in FIAT bogie, disc

type rotor has been made with both side pulley of 5

grooves each whereas bar type rotor has been made

with one side pulley of 8 grooves.

Since, there is no way by which PM alternators can be

turned off while rotor is rotating, therefore, all the three

terminals of alternators are fitted with HRC fuses to protect

against cable short circuit or over loading.

PM Alternator with disc type rotor and both side pulley

PM Alternator with bar type rotor and one side pulley

B. Controller Unit - This unit converts output of the

alternator and gives stable DC output which is

suitable for battery charging and other equipments

The same also has provision to feed external 3-

phase supply from mains for precooling and battery

charging. (2 no. on each coach)

Controller for PM Alternator is a typical VVVF (Variable

Voltage Variable Frequency depending on the speed of

alternator)converter which takes output of the alternator

as input  and gives stable DC at 129 Volts. Schematic of

the controller is as under:

C. Battery and Power Schematic - For two

independent electrical circuits, two banks of 650Ah

VRLA batteries are used on one coach. Schematic

of power supply is as under :-

5.0 Safety Protection for Overvoltage

Special care has been taken for over voltage protections

in the controller of PM Alternator. The controller has 4

stages over voltage protection -

i. Shutting down IGBTs on detection of Overvoltage

at DC link

ii. Shutting Down IGBTs on detection of Overvoltage

at DC output

iii. Opening of contactors (at the input of controller)

on sensing of overvoltage at DC output

iv. Opening of contactors  on sensing of overvoltage

in the power panel

Apart from these, provision of HRC fuses at the terminal

of alternator also protects any overload/overcurrent due

to overvoltage or any other reason. There is provision in

the power panel of the coach to manually isolate the

controllers, if required.

6.0 Field Trials

One set of alternators along with controller as per above

scheme is fitted in AC 2-tier coach no. 05063 which was

in service in train no. 04051/52 for non-commercial trials

Full Bridge
Controlled

Rectification

High
Frequency

inverter

Stable
DC

Output

Full Bridge
Rectification

High
Frequency

Transformer

3 Phase Input
from

Alternator/
Mains
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from 14.07.2012. After successful non-commercial trials,

coach has been put on commercial services from

08.08.2012.

7.0 PM vs Conventional Alternator

PM alternator has distinct advantages over its conventional

counterpart which are listed below:

a. Lower Weight

The weigh to typical PM alternator is 250Kg as

compared to 450Kg of conventional alternator

b. Lower Volume

The volume is almost half as compared to conventional

alternator

c. Higher Efficiency

Efficiency of PM alternator with controller is around 90%

whereas same for conventional system is 70%. This also

reduces torque requirement at V-belts and more power

can be produced with same number and capacity of V-

belts.

d. Sine Wave Output

PM alternator produces sine wave output which reduces

noise in the system and also produces fewer jerks on V-

belts thereby increasing the life of V-belts.

e. Integrated Precooling System

PM controller has provision for precooling and battery

charging when train is stationary. It eliminates the

provision of an additional battery charger on coach and

also provides redundancy as both the controller has

provision for precooling.

8.0 Future Scope

As PM alternator fits in the FIAT bogie, this development

opens up possibilities of producing LHB coaches with

Self Generating system. LHB coaches having better

safety performance and higher speed potential are till

now limited to only EOG/HOG power scheme but with

this development all the coaches produced by ICF/RCF

can be of LHB type hence IR will be able to provide

more safer and faster services to Indian public in all

format of train services.

Further, as PM alternator occupies less space, even more

powerful alternator (30 or 35KW) can be developed for

ICF type bogies.

A Pathbreaking Development of Permanent Magnet (PM) Alternator for Self-Generating LHB Coaches
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AN OVERVIEW OF CONDITION MONITORING EQUIPMENT
FOR ROLLING STOCK - PART 1

Atul Priyadarshi
Director - Research

RDSO, Lucknow

pyLVkWd ds vuqj{k.k gsrq le;&le; ij fofHkUu iqtksZ vkSj muds iSjkehVjksa dk fujh{k.k@ekWuhVj djuk
gksrk gS rkfd ;g irk fd;k tk lds fd os lsok esa cuk;s j[kus vFkok cnyus dh fLFkfr esa gks x;s gSaA
fofHkUu vkStkj] miLdj vFkok e'khuksa }kjk vHkh rd ;g dk;Z ekuo }kjk fd;k tkrk Fkk] tc fd
pyLVkWd lkekU;r% fLFkj ¼lsok esa ugha½ jgrk vkSj dHkh&dHkh pyLVkWd pyk;eku jgrk gSA gky ds o"kksZ
esa] py&LVkWd dh vkVkseSfVd daMh'ku ekWuhVfjax gsrq dbZ izdkj ds miLdj fodflr fd, x, gSaA ;g
ys[k ml J`a[kyk dk fgLlk gS tks fo'oHkj esa miyC/k pyLVkWd gsrq miyC/k daMh'ku ekWuhVfjax iz.kkfy;ksa
ls rFkk muls tks fo'o dh izfØ;k esa gS] ls ifjfpr djkuk gSA bl ys[k esa vkWucksMZ daMh'ku ekWuhVfjax
iz.kkfy;ksa ds vf/kd os&lkbM daMh'ku ekWuhVfjax iz.kkfy;ksa ij Qksdl fd;k x;k gSA ckn ds ys[kksa esa
mudh Hkkjrh; jsy esa fLFkfr lfgr izeq[k os&lkbM daMh'ku ekWuhVfjax iz.kkyh ij foLrkj ls fopkj&foe'kZ
fd;k tk,xkA

For maintenance of rolling stock, various components and their parameters have to be inspected/

monitored from time to time to judge whether they are in a condition to continue service, need repair or

need replacement. Traditionally this function is performed by humans, using various tools, equipment or

machines, when the rolling stock is generally static (not in service) and sometimes when the rolling

stock is in motion. In recent years, many types of equipment have been developed for automatic condition

monitoring of the rolling stock while they are in motion (i.e. while in service). This article is first of a

series of articles to familiarize the reader with most of the available condition monitoring systems for

rolling stock available in the world today and some of those that are known to be under development. In

this article the focus shall be wayside condition monitoring systems than on on-board condition monitoring

systems. In later articles, major wayside condition monitoring systems shall be discussed in detail including

status on Indian Railways.

1.0 Introduction to Condition Monitoring Condition

monitoring is measurement of parameter(s) of

condition of any equipment at pre-decidedinterval

of time/space by suitable measuring device. To

Figure-1

illustrate the underlined key components of

condition monitoring in the context of functioning

of rolling stock, an example is presented below:-
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The figure above depicts the record ofmeasurement of

impacts (i.e. parameter)for determining the condition

of tread surfaceof the eight wheels (i.e. equipment)  of

a particular coachof Howrah-Mumbai/Pune Duronto

Express at the interval of every three days at Dongargarh

and then at Ajni (i.e. space) by Wheel Impact Load

detector (i.e. measuring device).

For condition monitoring, there must be a measurable

deviation of the parameter from normal/expected/

reference value. In the above figure, the normal expected

range of wheel impacts is 7-10 tons. However, because

of progressive deterioration of the condition of the wheel

(shelling), the impacts of two wheels start to display rising

trend from 24th October onwards.

2.0 Types of Condition Monitoring System

a. On-board Condition Monitoring System (OCMS):

-On-board condition monitoring systems includes

all instrumentation systems which are mounted at

different locations of the vehicle itself to monitor

parameters of various components. Typically, they

report to an on-board data acquisition and master

controller system either wirelessly or through

appropriate cables. The master controller

generates alerts/alarms at pre-set limits. The data

captured by the master controlleris either

transferred for further processing though mobile

communication, while the vehicle is on the move

to servers or downloaded when the vehicles reach

the maintenance facilities.

b. Wayside Condition Monitoring System (WCMS)
As the name implies, these are static systems

that are installed by the side of track and monitor

parameters of various components of passing

vehicles. The site master controller generates

alerts/alarms at pre-set limits. The data captured

by the master controller is transferred for further

processing to servers through various means e.g.

mobile, Optical Fibre Optics etc.

3.0 Wayside Condition Monitoring Systems
Based on the components of a vehicle that these

Wayside Condition Systems monitor are: -

a. WCMS for Monitoring Wheel Condition

i. For monitoring wheel impact: - These WCMSs

are primarily called Wheel Impact Load

Detectors. They measure the impact of wheels

on rails. These use different types of

instrumentation systems mounted on rails which

detect deflection of rail in between two sleepers

when a wheel passes over the rail. A flat in the

wheel generates an impact much higher than the

impact of a normal wheel. WILD thus help to

isolate vehicles with flat wheels.

ii. For monitoring overload or unbalanced load:
- The advancement of technology used in different

types of instrumentation systems of WILD and

with better and newer software and with some

modifications improving the accuracy, systems

similar to WILDs are used for detection of

overload or unbalanced load. Needless to say,

both the conditions are detrimental to vehicle and

track.

iii. For monitoring hot/cold wheel: - Capturing

infrared emission of wheels as the vehicles roll

by, these systems measure the temperature of

wheels. If the wheels are abnormally hot, it

signifies brake binding and likelihood of damage

to the wheel. If the wheels are "cold" at places

where they are supposed to be hot as a result of

application of brakes e.g. on downhill, steep

slopes etc.; then it signifies less brake power for

train control.

iv. For monitoring tread profile: - These consist

of high speed cameras installed under the rail.

The images of the tread profile captured by these

camera are automatically compared with new/

designed profile and measurements such as

flange height, flange thickness, rim thickness are

relayed to the concerned users.

v. For monitoring cracked wheel: - Using

ultrasonic waves traveling through wheels,

presence of internal cracks and inclusions are

detected by these WCMSs. At present, TTCI is

reported to have developed these systems to an

extent where they can be deployed by the side

of track, but for vehicles travelling at low speed.

Except the last, the other WCMSs are reported be

mature technologies. WILDs are the most popular

and are widely used in many railways of the world.

b. WCMS for Monitoring Bearing Condition

i. Hot box Detectors: - Sensors positioned so as

to capture the infrared heat signature of the

bearings (inboard or outboard) detect the

temperature of the bearings and raise an alarm

when the temperature is beyond specified threshold

limits. This is thus a detector which lends itself to

primarily reactive response i.e. action only after

the bearing has failed. However, in recent years,

with integration of RFID technology between

railway vehicles and WCMS, some users are trying

to improve the response to preventive/predictive

mode by what is called "warm axlebox trending".

This type of WCMS is one of the oldest types of

detectors.

ii. Acoustic Detectors: - An array of microphone

positioned at bearing height to capture the noise

of bearings(after filtering out the noise of other

vehicle component and surrounding) as the vehicle

pass by help in detection of certain types of defects

much before the bearing fails. This technology is

thus more useful. This technology was developed

some years ago and realizing the potential of

predictive/preventive maintenance, many

railways in the world are now adopting it

preferring it over hot box detectors.

An Overview of Condition Monitoring Equipment for Rolling Stock - Part 1
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c. WCMS for Monitoring Axle Condition: -

i. For detection of Cracked Axle:-TTCI is reported

to be developing a prototype in-track system which

uses a Laser Air-coupled Hybrid Ultrasonic

Technique (LAHUT) to detect cracks in railroad

axles while in motion. In this system, a laser pulse

is used to generate ultrasonic surface waves which

travel from the mid-point of the axle outwards

towards both wheels where two air-coupled

ultrasonic transducers are positioned to detect the

source pulse and any additional echo which would

be produced when a surface crack is present.This

work is reported to be still in progress.

d. WCMS for Monitoring Bogies Condition

i. Using Laser Range Finders: - Poorly performing

bogies can be identified by detection of misaligned

wheel sets by measuring their angle-of-attack

(AOA-the angle between the forward direction of

wheel and the tangent direction of the rail) on the

track and tracking position (TP), by using laser

range finders positioned at rim level of the wheels.

ii. Using Strain Gages

lllll Truck Performance Detector:- On an S-curve,

a combination of rail-mounted strain gages

installed at entry curve, tangent section and exit

curve has been used in North America to measure

angle of attack during curving, thereby determining

the ability of the truck to align itself to the curve

thus providing a measure of ability of curve

negotiation and the ability of the truck to realign

itself after exit to the curve thus providing a

measure of hunting.

lllll Hunting Truck Detector: - A different

combination of strain gages mounted on the rail

measure lateral forces exerted by the wheel on

the rail and the measurement is used to calculate

a Hunting Index in North America.

e. Camera Vision Based WCMS: - High speed

cameras are installed by the side of track which

takes photographs which are then analyzed by

specially developed software

i. To detect infringement of standard moving

dimension by the vehicle

ii. To monitor bogie condition -

l To inspect the presence/absence of components

e.g. bolts

l To inspect the condition of components e.g. broken

springs

iii. To monitor coupler condition -

l To inspect for presence/absence of critical

components e.g. bolts etc.

iv. To monitor brakes condition -

l Presence/absence of brakes shoe, brake keys

and their condition

l Presence/absence of brake beam and brake

rigging components and their condition

v. To monitor wheel condition -

l Tread profile

l Tread surface condition e.g. surface grooves,

thermal cracks etc.

vi. To monitor body condition -

l Presence/absence correct/incorrect application of

safety appliances

l Doors closed/open

The reader may appreciate that since all the above

components are distributed at different location around

the vehicle, the camera positioning is critical to capture

images which are usable by the software in the processor

with these equipments. Secondly, as there are varieties

of vehicles on any railway, the system has to be first

"taught" to recognize different components and then

discriminate between good/bad.

f. Dragging Object Detector/ Dragging
Equipment Detector: - This equipment is installed

between the two rails. Any component of the vehicle

which is loose, hanging and dragging on the track

triggers this equipment. Based on the trigger, steps

are taken to intercept the suspect vehicle for

preventing damage to track components. This

equipment is particularly useful for protection of

points/crossing from dragging objects.

4.0 Conclusion: - A variety of condition monitoring

systems has been briefly discussed above to pique

the reader's interest in this subject. Indian Railways

have installed few of such condition monitoring

systems such as Wheel Impact Load Detector,

Acoustic Bearing Detector, Trackside Bogie

Monitoring System, Hot Box Detector etc. The

experience from these detectors has been quite

valuable. With continuing interest in these

equipments, Indian Railways can explore how these

and other equipments canbe utilized on Indian

Railways to best serve it's operational and

maintenance ethos.

«««
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SAFE ROLLING IN/OUT SPEED AT STR POINT FOR
PASSENGER TRAINS

Samir Ramchandra Pagey
Senior Instructor, BTC/C&W/Ajni

Central Railway, Nagpur Division

Hkkjrh; jsy esa ;kaf=d foHkkx jsyxkfM+;ksa esa tkus okys ;k=h ds laj{kk esa egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkrk gS rFkk
;g dkspksa dh lqj{kk gsrq le;&le; ij vuqj{k.k vkSj tk¡p djrk gS ;kf=;ksa ds laj{kk ds lkFk&lkFk le;
ikyu lqfuf'pr djrk gSA

pwWafd jsy dk ukjk le;&ikyu] ;k=h laj{kk vkSj xzkgd larqf"V gS] vr% bls izkIr djus ds fy, dksfpax
LVkWd esa vuqj{k.k i)fr tSls fd fVªi vuqlwph ,]ch vuqlwfp;ka bl uSnkfud vuqj{k.k vuqlwph dks
viukdj fiVykbu esadkspksa dk vuqj{k.k djrk gSA vkbZvks,p vuqlwph gsrq fldykbu esa fMCcs vuqjf{kr
fd;s tkrs gaSA 250 ls 350 fdeh- esa] jsyxkM+h ijh{k.k }kjk fofHkUUk ,lVhvkj IokbaV yxk;s tkrs gSa] ftlesa
jksfyax bu vkSj jksfyax vkmV ijh{k.k dkQh egRoiw.kZ gksrs gSaA

In Indian Railways, Mechanical Department plays vital role to achieve safety of Passenger carrying trains

from time to time maintenance and examination for better upkeep of coaches and safety of passengers

as well as punctuality.

Since motto of railway is "punctuality, passenger safety and customer satisfaction", in order to achieve

it, maintenance practice in coaching stock such as maintenance of coaches at pit line by attending

preventive maintenance schedule - trip schedule, A,B schedules. Coaches are maintained at sick line

for IOH schedule. At every 250 to 350 kms, various STR points are provided for through train examination

in which Rolling in and Rolling out examination is of prime importance.

1.0 Introduction

Now- a- days rolling in speed of Passenger trains at

STR nominated points is considered to be 30 kmph as

per CAMTECH Coaching Manual (page 15 of Chapter

1, Para 107b-b). But it has been experienced while

attending Rolling in examination of Passenger trains that

30 kmph speed is at higher side.

Since I have been working from 1999 to 2005 as JE in

Passenger Yard, C.Rly., Nagpur, at that time my

experience says that 30kmph is too high to visualise the

under gear defects which affects the safety of train such

as hanging/broken/deficient parts, unusual sound. As

such it insisted me to think over the matter seriously and

after lot of brain storming, I came to conclusion that the

speed of the coaching trains should be such as to

visualise the defects while entering the platform at STR

points.

2.0 AIM

The basic objective of STR examination is to conclude

the examination within specified time for through trains

after attending Rolling in examination which is the heart

of STR examination. To achieve this, speed of the train

should be such as to visualise the defects, hanging parts,

unusual sound during Rolling in examination.

3.0 SCOPE

For terminating trains, detection of faults during Rolling

in examination is helpful as it prevents marking of sick at

Pit Line. It can be marked sick at platform itself for major

defects so that the coach can be placed timely in sick

line for necessary repairs and it results to avoid formation

of coaching rake integration under load. Thus Non

availability of spare coaches is minimised. Hence it

avoids loss of revenue.

It is better to detect the fault at Rolling in examination

rather than to detect the fault at Rolling out examination

which causes detention to the train and loss of punctuality

and adverse comments from passengers.

Staff working in railways is of age ranging from 20 to 60

years. It may quiet be possible to attend the younger

staff to visualise the objects very clearly during day and

night hours. But for older staff (age approximately above

45 years and up to 60 years) it become difficult to visualise

the objects at higher speed of the train during Rolling in

examination.

During STR examination the distance from Rolling in point

to Rolling out point is approximately 700 meters (24

coaches + Engine + distance from platform to Rolling

in /out point). It is very difficult to attend proper STR
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examination from both sides within 10 min. Since off

side consists of water hydrants, electric charging points,

slippery area and drainage line etc. and from platform

side interference due to flow of passengers. So it

becomes necessary to give prime importance to Rolling

in examination.

4.0 MATHEMATICAL MODEL (DERIVATION)

The Derivation of Rolling-In speed of passenger train

while entering/leaving the platform is given below

For the purpose of STR examination

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

5.0 DERIVATION:

i. A- Image of an object/ coach on retina of human

eye.

ii. B & C- are two human eyes of a person, B-C be

the distance between two human eyes i.e. 10 cm

approx.

iii. B D= CE is also the focus zone of an eye and is

the distance of an object/ coach from human eye

i.e. minimum 2 meters for Rolling In/ Out

examination for clear visibility. BD and CE are two

rays coming out from human eyes.

iv. The train is passing with a Velocity of "V" m/s in

time "t"seconds. and the distance travelled "d" is

equal to 10 cms. We know that V = d/t.

v. BC=DE = 10cms i.e. distance between two human

eyes.

vi. We know that persistence of eye is 1/25 sec.

therefore t= 1/25 sec.

Where,

 d= distance between two eyes i.e. 10 cms

approximately.

t= 1/25 sec. i.e. time for which the image is retained on

retina, persistence of vision.

V= 10 cms. / 1/25 sec.

V= 25* 3600/10000 kmph

V= 9 kmph

Thus the Rolling In/ Out speed at which the vision

is clear, comes to 9 kmph, taking tolerance of +/-

1 kmph; the speed comes to 8-10 kmph.

Thus the Rolling In / Out speed should be kept 8-

10 kmph for safer STR examination.

6.0 ADVANTAGES

l Clear visibility of under gear parts such as

suspension gear, brake rigging, hanging/broken/

deficient parts.

l Detection of unusual sound at proper location. e.g.

if  wheel no 4 is detected for flat tyre, then we can

directly go to that particular wheel during STR for

attention.

l Saves time for detection of faulty locations.

l It helps to rectify the defective area within

prescribed time of STR examination.

l Total safety of under gear parts is achieved due to

lesser speed at Rolling in examination of passenger

train at platform.

l Staff satisfaction is achieved that they have

attended Rolling in examination thoroughly and

sincerely.

l At higher Rolling in speed, staff tries to find out

any defects/loose/hanging parts, in order to

achieve that he has to oscillate his head left and

right to visualize the objects correctly, which in

turn reduces his concentration level. This can be

avoided and he can keep his head still to achieve

concentration at lower speed (9kmph).

7.0 DISADVANTAGE

Some loss of punctuality during admitting the train at

STR nominated platform.

("SAFETY CAN NOT BE OVER RULED AT THE COST

OF PUNCTUALITY")

^^nq?kZVuk ls nsj Hkyh**

8.0 CONCLUSION

Finally we come to conclusion that 9 mph is the derived

safe speed for visual examination during Rolling in of

Passenger carrying trains. At the most giving tolerance

of +/-1 kmph it should be 8 to 10 kmph and should not be

above it to achieve the total safety of the train as well as

passengers inside it.

9.0 FUTURE ASPECT

If the Rolling in speed of passenger trains at STR

nominated point to be kept 30 kmph, then a high speed

camera of frame speed 84 frames per second can be

used for better visibility in order to detect the faults such

as losse/hanging parts, flat tyre, etc. by using a high

speed camera at rolling in point, if in case of any doubt

it can be reverse/forwarded and referred to, for detecting

the faults.

10.0 REFERNCE

l CAMTECH COACHING MANUAL (2002)

l The time for persistence of an eye i.e. 1/25 sec.

is taken from www.wekipedia.com

Link of file is as below : Persistence % 20 of % 20 vision

%20-% 20 Wikipedia, % 20 the % 20 free % 20

encyclopedia.htm
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Instructions for the guidance to the authors in the preparation of articles

and other contributions to the Indian Railway Technical Bulletin

To stimulate interest in technical authorship,  Railway Board have sanctioned the grant  of four annual

cash prizes of Rs 2000/-, Rs 1500/- and Rs 1000/- (two numbers) for the article adjudged as first, second and

third (two numbers) published in any calendar year in the bulletin and have decided that authors (other than

RDSO) of the remaining articles will be paid Rs 400/- for each article depending on its merit.

Contributions, having merit on the following subjects are acceptable for the bulletin.

ØØØØØ Articles on engineering, transportation, commercial, accounts, statistical and other allied subjects

having a bearing on railway working.

ØØØØØ Short notes on handy gadgets or practical hints on care, maintenance and operation of equipment,

method of construction and organisational problems encountered in railway working.

ØØØØØ Comments and criticism in the form of 'Letters to the Editor' on articles which have appeared in

earlier issues of the bulletin.

The Editor can also be addressed to seek information or opinion on the design and maintenance of

railway equipment.

Two copies of each contribution with soft copy should be typewritten to double spacing on the one side

of the paper with a margin of the left hand side of 40 mm and addressed to the  Executive Director (Administration

& EMS), Research Designs and Standards Organisation, Manak Nagar, Lucknow- 226011, whose  decision

regarding suitability for publication will be final.

Author's full name and designation should be given.  All articles should begin with a synopsis not

exceeding 100 words.  References should be quoted numerically in a bibliography at the end of paper.

Footnotes should be indicated by sub-script numbers to be presented in the order of their appearance.

Standard or well recognised notations should be used and personal reference and lengthy quotations should

be avoided.  An article should not normally exceed 3,000 words.  The authors should certify that the articles

sent for publication in the Indian Railway Technical Bulletin have not been sent elsewhere for publications.

Black/Colour Illustrations and photographs should be the minimum required to explain the article.

Diagrams and tables should normally be of ISI metric size A4 (297x210 mm) with margins of 13 mm at the top,

bottom and right-hand side and 20 mm on the left hand side.  Larger diagrams should be on sheets 297 mm

deep but should not exceed 420 mm in width as far as possible.  In case of diagrams larger than 297x420 mm,

lettering should be such that when reduced in size, it remains legible.

Line diagrams should be in black/colour ink on tracing cloth or on tracing paper or soft copy having

smooth white surface with lettering reduced to the minimum.

 If author makes a request, tracings and photographs will be returned after printing.
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